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Wireless networks are becoming commonplace, but choosing and configuring the right equipment and services for the home, small offices, and the business traveler can prove frustrating. That is where you need the wide-ranging expertise of wireless mavens Adam Engst and Glenn Fleishman.
Using illustrated step-by-step instructions, in-depth discussions, and tons of tips, they help you decide what to buy, show you how to configure wireless hardware and software, and explain the best techniques for managing your connections. Whether you ¿e a novice or an experienced network administrator, you'll find the practical information you need about wireless networking.

Each book also has three coupons worth a total of $125 in discounts off regular subscriptions from three major wireless ISPs: Boingo Wireless, FatPort (Canada), and Wayport.

What's New in the Second Edition:

In its first edition, The Wireless Networking Starter Kit covered every angle of Wi-Fi and the 802.11a and b standards. In this second edition, we expanded to cover 802.11g, the latest, fastest Wi-Fi flavor, as well as these additional topics:
	Bluetooth (background and configuring).
	Cellular data (background and configuring). 
	Centrino laptops. 
	Ultrawideband (UWB). 
	Working with software from wireless ISPs. 
	Setting up Palm and Pocket PC handhelds with Wi-Fi. 
	Small-office networking. 
	Cameras, displays, and other unique Wi-Fi-connected gadgets. If you own the first edition, you'll want the second edition to get up to speed with the latest developments. 


Overview of the Second Edition:
	Practical advice and instructions for dozens of common wireless tasks. 
	Thorough grounding in wireless networking basics. 
	Coverage of 802.11b, 802.11a, 802.11g, Bluetooth, cell data, and more. 
	Details tailored to Windows, Macintosh, Palm, PocketPC, and Linux users. 
	Suggestions for extending your network and linking multiple locations. 
	Real-world discussions on protecting home wireless networks from snoops. 
	Advice about how to make a small office wireless network as secure as a large corporate network. 
	Hard-won tips on finding and using wireless networks while traveling. 
	Troubleshooting advice to help you figure out sticky situations. 


About the Author

Adam Engst and Glenn Fleishman are both networking wizards and veteran authors, each with numerous titles under his belt. Adam's titles include the best-selling Internet Starter Kit and, most recently, iPhoto 2 for Mac OS X: Visual QuickStart Guide. He is also editor and publisher of TidBITS, one of the oldest and most-respected Internet-based newsletters, and a Macworld contributing editor. And Glenn is the editorial force behind the wireless industry's daily must-read: the Wi-Fi Networking News Web site (wifinetnews.com), as well as a regular contributor to the Seattle Times, the New York Times, Macworld, and others.
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CompTIA Healthcare IT Technician HIT-001 Authorized Cert Guide (Cert Guides)Pearson Education, 2012

	This study guide helps you master all the topics on the new Healthcare IT Technician HIT-001 exam, including

	
		
			Healthcare IT roles and trends

	
	
		
			Standards agencies, laws, and regulations

	
	...
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Introduction to Microsystem Design (RWTHedition)Springer, 2011

	This book was developed from lectures held at RWTH Aachen University, Germany

	and Tsinghua University at Beijing, P.R. China. It may be used as a basis for similar

	lectures on designing of microsystems. For this purpose, it is recommended to

	follow the sequence of this book, because it is arranged such that following chapters

	are...
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Maternal and Fetal Cardiovascular DiseaseSpringer, 2019

	
		This book provides an excellent review of the modern management of heart disease in pregnancy, introducing related state-of-the-art research.

	
		Maternal circulatory status dynamically changes throughout pregnancy and delivery. The number of pregnancies complicated by cardiovascular disease has increased in recent years due...
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Parallel Robots (Solid Mechanics and Its Applications)Springer, 2006
Parallel robots are closed-loop mechanisms presenting very good performances in terms of accuracy, velocity, rigidity and ability to manipulate large loads. They have been used in a large number of applications ranging from astronomy to flight simulators and are becoming increasingly popular in the field of machine-tool industry. This book...
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The 7 Triggers to Yes: The New Science Behind Influencing People's DecisionsMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	Introducing 7 scientifically proven ways to masterfully apply the skill of persuasion and get the results you want


	Everybody knows that the best way to persuade people to reach the “Yes” response is by using logic and reason, right? Wrong. According to the latest research in neuroscience, most people...
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The Physics of the Standard Model and BeyondWorld Scientific Publishing, 2002
... a very recommendable textbook which graduate schools would do well to suggest to their students. -- Contemporary Physics     

       This book provides a unified description of elementary particle interactions and the underlying theories, namely the Standard Model and beyond. The authors have aimed at a concise presentation...
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